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CAN YOU ESCAPE THE MANOR? ONE OF A KIND VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM COMES TO 
GEORGIA! 
 
Paranoia Quest Escape the Room, LLC, an Atlanta leader in escape room entertainment, will be 
the first in Georgia to offer the newest escape room experience, virtual reality.   
 

Atlanta, GA (October 20, 2016) – Paranoia Quest Escape the Room, LLC today announced that it will be launching, 
Geist Manor, a new groundbreaking, virtual reality escape room just in time for Halloween thrill-seekers on October 
31, 2016 inside the Mall of Georgia.  
 

Geist Manor will offer a revolutionary, new gaming phenomenon combining the adventure of an escape room with 
virtual reality technology.   
 
Geist Manor offers courageous players the opportunity to explore the dark hallows of a long abandoned mansion 
through the passages of their own minds. It is only through careful exploration that players can find their escape 
back to reality. There is a catch however, like with all virtual worlds there are sub-levels with danger just one wrong 
choice away. Choosing unwisely can lead searchers into secret places including a graveyard where zombies 
threaten the only pathway to escape.  
 
Through Geist Manor's innovative escape room and game technology design, adventure seekers are treated to an 
experience that fully encompasses their senses. This state-of-art magic is accomplished through the use of: 
 

 Simulated-Virtual Reality 

 Room Scale Tracking 

 Tactile Feedback 

 Spatialized Audio 

 Challenging Puzzles 

 Full Senses Immersion 

 Inducement of Fear 

 Advanced Gaming Technology 
 
The imagination behind Paranoia Quest Escape the Room, LLC is owner, Dmitry Mikhaylov. Dmitry moved to the 
U.S. 15 years ago after receiving his engineering degree. With a passion for gaming technology, Dmitry pursued 
his dream of bringing a new entertainment experience that combines adventure, fear, drama and cognitive skills in 
the form of Atlanta's premier escape room, Paranoia Quest. With the success of Paranoia Quest's downtown 
Atlanta location, Dmitry is now venturing into the virtual world with a VR escape room located inside the Mall of 
Georgia opening on October 31. Another, full-experience, Paranoia Quest Escape the Room, located at the Mall of 
Georgia Village across from the Cheesecake Factory will also be opening in the coming months. 
 

Can you escape Geist Manor?  
 
For more information on Paranoia Quest Escape the Room, LLC please visit us at: http://www.paranoiaquest.com/. 
You can also check out the VR Geist Manor player’ experience at: https://youtu.be/T2RJ1XHfUWo 
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